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Various patient data of a large population are available on the patient archive
and communication system (PACS) of many hospitals or clinical institutions. However such data are not widely studied, due to the challenges encountered in analyzing a large clinical dataset. Nonetheless, efficient analysis of large data can lead us to gain useful, possibly unpreceded insights in
the area under study. With the big-data analysis on large collection of radiology images, we aim to achieve ‘predictive medicine’ – detecting diseases
with large population patient image screening.
In this paper, we show a first attempt to achieve this. We collected about
780,000 radiology reports from the PACS of the National Institutes of Health
Clnical Center, comprising about 1 billion words. However, manually examining and annotating these is not only challenging, but also requires an expertise in radiology. To fill in this gap, we used a non-parametric topic modeling algorithm (Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1]), to analyze the large
collection of reports and to divide them into a number of categories with
semantic hierarchies (document-level topics, document-level-2nd-hierarchy
topics, and sentence-level topics). Each category is defined based on the
unique occurrences of “key words” contributing to the category, and with
natural language processing (NLP) we could find the images mentioned in
the reports.
We found that the categories modeled by LDA largely correlate with the
images, e.g. a “brain tumor” category has mostly MR images of brain, and a
“breast imaging” category has mostly breast mammograms. Some examples
of image-topic associations and key-words are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2:
An example illustration of
how word sequences
are learned for an
image. Bi-grams are
selected from the
image’s
reference
sentences containing
disease-related terms
from the disease ontology (http://diseaseontology.org),
and
each bi-gram is converted to a vector of
Z ∈ ℝ256×2 to learn
from an image.

We then train a new set of CNNs to predict the “key words” mentioning
the images, e.g. to predict “adenopathy”, “masses”, “lung”, given a CT image with lung cancer. The steps involved for generating text for a radiology
image are: (1) map words to vectors using word2vec model [5, 6]; (2) mine
and match image to description relation, by extracting disease-related bigrams in the sentences of report mentioning images; (3) convert the bi-grams
to vectors, and train CNNs to map images to the word-vectors describing the
image; (4) for the (three-level) topics the image is classified to, find the key
words for each topic which are closest to the output vectors using cosine distance. A brief illustration of how we train the image-to-description models
is shown in Figure 1. The rate of predicted disease-related words matching
the actual words in the report sentences (recall-at-K, K=1 (R@1 score)) was
0.56.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study performing a large 
 
 
 
          
                
scale image/text analysis on a hospital picture archiving and communication
                       
    
  
   
           
      
system database. We hope that this study will inspire and encourage other
    
      
               
          
  
    
     
         
institutions in mining other large unannotated clinical databases, to achieve
         
       
     
       
            
 
      
     
towards establishing a central training resource and performance benchmark
     
    
      
     
for large-scale medical image research, similarly to the ImageNet [2] for
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